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Speakers and Agenda

Welcome and Financial Update

Paul Stockton, Finance Director

Update on Distribution

Mike Webb, Head of Distribution

Strategic Update

Philip Howell, Chief Executive

Concluding Remarks and Q&A

All
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Welcome
— Third quarter financials
— Banking surcharge
• Excludes an entity from the definition of a "banking company“ and hence from the
banking surcharge if the only regulated activity it undertakes is asset management and
taking deposits provided:
• “accepting deposits is ancillary to the entity's asset management
activities; and
• the entity would not accept deposits but for the fact that it carries on asset
management activities.” ¹

— Vision accounting

¹ Finance (No.2) Bill 2015- S269BA (1) (e)
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Our distribution strategy
Competitive advantages
Single business
development team

Organisation

Entity

RUTM

Brand

Rathbone Investment
Management

Local accountability and
presence with consistency
of outcome
Consultative sales process

Products/
Services

Unit
Trusts

Onshore
DFM

Offshore
DFM

Solutions that cover then
wealth range
Systems and infrastructure
(AAM)

Channel

UK financial
advisers

Intl financial
advisers

Professional
intermediaries

Vision
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UK Financial advisers
Vision
— Unique opportunity to purchase a high quality and growing network
— Protects our business and provides growth opportunity
— The importance of independence
— The deal has received FCA approval and we are expecting to complete by 31st December 2015
— Full project in place to ensure a smooth transition

Targeted IFAs
— Evolution of the strategy broadly accepted and embedded
— 10 new partnerships- our value chain engagement is working
— High levels of activity beginning to produce results
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Other advisers & intermediaries
UK Professional intermediaries
— Focus on building relationships with top lawyers/accountants
— Engage and work with a limited set of consultants
— Build management information and infrastructure to assist investment managers engage with solicitors &
— accountants locally
— Allow the business development team to coordinate activities across all financial adviser connections
International advisers
— Infrastructure largely built
— Investment proposition based on best of breed
— Agreements & due diligence processes
— Focussed on top 30 adviser firms in Europe
— Offshore master/feeder funds
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Developments for 2016
We are 1 year into a 5 year strategy …
— Translate deeper adviser relationships into consistent FUM flows
— Establish a successful post acquisition Vision operating model
— Positive adviser feedback on Rathbones both:
• as a serious competitor, and
• a quality administrator
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Our wider growth strategy
Client referrals

Intermediaries

- Wallet share
- New client
introductions
- Loans
- Financial
planning

- Leveraging
Vision
- B2B panels national/region
al firms
- Individual
financial
advisers
- Accountants &
solicitors

Specialist
services
- Charities
- Greenbank

RUTM
- Investment
performance
and process
- Incubate new
strategies

Strategic
initiatives
- Private office
- Direct to client
marketing

Acquisitions
- Company or business
asset acquisitions
- Investment
managers on an
earn-out
arrangement
- Cultural fit
- Regional focus
- >10% ROCE

Organic growth

Purchased
growth

Capacity management
Investment Manager remuneration
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Update on other areas
— Investment process
• Research
• Risk framework
— Regulation and tax
• Senior Manager Regime
• MiFID II
— Infrastructure
• Online upgrade
• Asset Allocation Modelling system upgrade
• Continuous improvement programme – operations
• London property
— Landing the rebrand
— Culture
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Q&A
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Disclaimer
The information contained in these slides has been prepared by Rathbone Brothers Plc (the “Company”). No representation or warranty, express or implied,
is or will be made as to, or in relation to, and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by the Company or by any of its affiliates or agents as to or in
relation to, the accuracy or completeness of these slides or any other written or oral information made available to or publically available to any interested
party or its advisers, and any liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Notwithstanding the aforesaid, nothing in this paragraph shall exclude liability for
any undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance made fraudulently.
These slides do not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities nor shall they or any part of
them form the basis of or be relied on in connection with, or act as any inducement to inter into, any contract or commitment whatsoever. No reliance may be
placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information or opinions contained in these slides or the presentation or on the completeness, accuracy or fairness.
Certain statements in these slides are forward-looking statements which are based on the Company’s expectations, intentions and projections regarding its
future performance, anticipated events or trends and other matters that are not historical facts. These forward -looking statements included all matters that
are not historical facts and involve risks and uncertainties that could cause the actual results of operations, financial condition, liquidity, dividend and the
development of the industry in which the Company’s businesses operates to differ materially from the impression created by the forward-looking statements.
These statements are not guarantees of future performance and are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause
actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date
of such statements and, except as required by the FCA, the London Stock Exchange or applicable law, the Company undertakes no obligation to update or
revise publically any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
Neither the content of the Company’s website (or any other website) nor the content of any website accessible from hyperlinks on the Company’s website (or
any other website) is incorporated into, or forms part of, these slides.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any manner without prior permission.
© 2015 Rathbone Brothers Plc. All rights reserved.
Registered office:

1 Curzon Street
London
W1J 5FB
+44(0)20 7399 0000
www.rathbones.com
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